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Markets summary:  
August 2021
Highlights in August 
• Bond yields touched the lowest levels since February before a modest rise. 
• The company reporting season had little impact on spreads.  Credit spread volatility remains low. 
• Equities hit record highs again.
• The Australian dollar was once again lower. 
• Lower iron ore and oil prices offset higher coking and thermal coal prices. 

This information has been reproduced with permission 
The information, opinions, and commentary contained in this 
document have been sourced from Global Economics & Markets 
Research (GEMR), a division of Commonwealth Bank of Australia  
(ABN 48 123 123 124, AFSL 234945) (CBA). GEMR has given 
Commonwealth Bank Officers Superannuation Corporation Pty 
Limited (ABN 76 074 519 798, AFSL 246418, RSEL L0003087), the 
trustee of Commonwealth Bank Group Super (ABN 24 248 426 878, 
RSER R1056877) (Group Super) its permission to reproduce its 
information, opinions, and commentary contained in this document. 
The content is a general summary of markets and is not specific to 
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This information was first made available to CBA clients in a GEMR 
report titled “August Month in Review”, first published on  
1 September 2021. This document has been prepared for general 
informational purposes only and is intended to provide a summary of 
the subject matter covered. It does not purport to be comprehensive 
or to give advice. Past performance is not an indication of future 
performance. 
This document does not constitute an offer, invitation, investment 
recommendation or inducement to acquire, hold, vary, or dispose of 
any financial products. Stocks mentioned are for illustrative purposes 
only and are not recommendations to you to buy sell or hold these 
stocks. This document cannot be used or copied in whole or part 
without express written consent. Copyright © Commonwealth Bank  
of Australia 2021. 
General advice warning about using or relying on this information 
The information has been prepared for general informational purposes 
only and does not take into account your individual objectives, 
financial situation or needs. You should consider the information and 
its appropriateness, having regard to your own objectives, financial 
situation and needs, before making any decisions. You should seek 
professional financial advice tailored to your personal circumstances 
from an authorised financial adviser.

Summary
August was dominated by the realisation that lockdown 
for the bulk of the Australian population would be  
ongoing and this would impact growth and employment. 
This manifested itself in lower yields across the term 
structure and a weaker currency.  
The Australian government 10Y fell to levels not seen since 
early February 2021 while the AUD lost a lot of ground 
early, before staging a recovery. 
Equities had a strong month too, rising 3.04% in the US 
and 2.50% in Australia.  The fall in iron ore prices and 
the general Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) 
discussion saw materials fall 7.93%, but the financial sector 
rose 3.95%.
Credit spreads have continued to tighten. Average A$ 
financial spreads tightened 3bp, outperforming non-
financials which were flat on the month. 
The AUD weakened over the month, falling 0.25% against 
the USD and also 0.25% on a trade-weighted basis.
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Cash
Much like July, the lockdowns (which were extended) have 
dominated the thinking and market direction. Rate hikes 
and expectations for a turn in policy have been upended 
by the probability of at least one quarter of negative 
growth and the likelihood of two, as well as a slower 
recovery when restrictions are eased. Wages data for Q2 
21, released during the month, didn’t provide the smoking 
gun on inflation, in the period of a tight labour market that 
would have likely produced it. 
Bank Bill Swap Rates (BBSW) finished mixed, with a 
choppy month. The 1 month tenor made a new low of 
the cycle at 0.0027% in early August, rising back to 0.01% 
and finishing at 0.01%. The 3 month tenor started the 
month around 0.02% but fell as low as 0.01% and ended 
at 0.0121%. It was the 6 month tenor that was the most 
pressured, starting August at 0.05%, falling 2bp to 0.03%, 
where it finished the month.

Australian and  
Global Fixed Interest 
Australian bond yields were relatively stagnant in August.  
The lockdowns rendered most of the economic data 
obsolete, while the grind higher in new Coronavirus 
cases continued in both NSW and Victoria.  But with little 
change in the progression of numbers there wasn’t much 
reason for local markets to move.  Overall, there were 
small rallies in Australian bonds and a general flattening  
of the yield curve.
At the end of August the 10Y bond had fallen 4bp to 1.12% 
while the 3Y had fallen by 2bp to 0.25%. 
The Australian longer-end bonds generally outperformed 
marginally over August.  The 30 year bond yield fell by  
5bp to 2.02%.
US bonds managed a slight sell-off of 3bp, to 1.27%.   
That did see the Aus-US bond spread invert further, 
closing the month at -16bp.  
There was little change from either the RBA or the bond 
issuance from the AOFM in August.  In both cases the 
lack of a change in trajectory was somewhat of a surprise. 
Markets had been anticipating a step up in issuance from 
the AOFM because of the lockdowns on the  
Eastern Seaboard.  
The RBA meeting in August saw no change to the RBA’s 
intentions regarding the tapering.  This, too, was slightly 
a surprise to the market, who had anticipated the NSW 
lockdown might trigger a rethink.

Global Credit 
The Australian reporting season finished with very little 
impact on credit spreads. Companies in general reported 
strong growth in revenue and earnings, however many 
failed to provide clear guidance for FY22 given the 
re-emergence of Covid-19 which has created a lot of 
uncertainties for businesses in the near term.  

The hope is that states will start to lift lockdown 
restrictions once 80% of the eligible population is 
vaccinated.  However the fear is that infection rates could 
surge once the economy reopens, delaying the speed of 
the economic recovery.  Many companies will see their 
credit metrics deteriorate as earnings and cash flow get 
impacted due to Covid lockdowns.  Companies issuing in 
the Australian credit markets generally have maintained 
very strong liquidity throughout the pandemic and have 
no imminent refinancing needs.  A few of them have 
expressed interests to issue bonds, especially in the longer 
tenors, to take advantage of low interest rates. 
Mergers and acquisition (M&A) activities have picked up 
this month.  From Sydney Airport to Spark Infrastructure, 
there is certainly a lot of demand, from both domestic 
and offshore investors, for Australian infrastructure and 
utility type assets.  So far the impact of M&A on credit 
spreads and ratings have been relatively moderate.  There 
has also seen an increase in the amount of shareholder 
friendly activities with many companies including Telstra, 
Wesfarmers, Woolworths and the major banks having 
announced share buybacks in addition to dividend 
payments.  
Volatility in the secondary market remains low.  Generally, 
spreads have drifted tighter similar to what we have seen 
in offshore markets.  

Commodities 
Commodity prices were mixed in August. Coking coal and 
LNG lifted strongly, while iron ore saw a steep decline last 
month.
Coking coal spot prices from Australia surged through 
August as supply struggled to keep up with demand. 
Shortages were the most acute in China. China’s  
domestic supply, which typically meets ~85% of China’s 
coking coal needs, has been constrained by environmental 
and safety campaigns by local governments. Some of 
these measures have been eased as policymakers look to 
address coking coal shortages. However, restrictions have 
still capped coking coal mining activity. Imports though 
are heavily constrained too. China’s unofficial ban on  
coal imports from Australia has left a big gap to fill. 
Australia accounted for ~41% of China’s coking coal 
imports in 2019. 
Thermal coal prices tracked higher in August as supply 
fails to match demand. The demand recovery reflects 
improving industrial activity as well as a warmer-than-
usual summer in the northern hemisphere. 
LNG spot prices delivered to North Asia surged in August 
on stronger demand as LNG importers looked to secure 
enough cargoes for the upcoming winter.
Iron ore prices fell sharply in August on demand concerns 
in China. Policymakers are looking to contain steel output 
growth in H2 2021 as a means to reduce emissions. 
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Global Equities
Familiar themes prevailed on global sharemarkets in 
August. Investors monitored the soaring numbers of 
Delta variant cases as well as the lift in vaccination rates. 
Inflation, strong corporate profits and central bank 
attitudes on stimulus measures were the other key topics 
of interest. Global sharemarkets ended higher over August 
with the benchmark US S&P 500 index wrapping up its 
seventh straight month of gains – the longest winning 
streak since January 2018. And the index notched its 53rd 
record close of 2021 on the penultimate day of the month. 
The Aussie S&P/ASX 200 index advanced in August for an 
11th successive month, its best run of consecutive monthly 
gains since 1943.
Over August, global sharemarkets posted solid gains, 
despite lofty valuations. The US Dow Jones index rose 
by 1.2 per cent; the S&P 500 added 2.9 per cent and the 
Nasdaq gained 4.0 per cent. Elsewhere, the Japanese 
Nikkei 225 index rose by 3.0 per cent and the pan-
European Stoxx 600 index lifted by 2.0 per cent – the 
seventh straight month of gains and the longest winning 
streak since 2013. 
In Australia, investors were buoyed by encouraging 
news on M&A activity, earnings, dividends and capital 
returns. The ASX 200 index rose by 1.9 per cent – the 11th 
straight monthly gain and the longest winning streak 
in almost 80 years. Out-performers were Information 
Technology (up 16.8 per cent), Health Care (up 6.8 per 
cent) and Consumer Staples (up 6.5 per cent). Laggards 
were Materials (down 7.9 per cent) and Energy (down 
5.1 per cent). Wisetech Global (up 57.0 per cent) was the 
strongest performing stock, followed by Afterpay  
(up 39.2 per cent) and Blackmores (up 37.4 per cent). 

Australian Dollar
The Australian trade weighted index eased by 0.6% in 
August. The AUD was strongest against GBP and CAD, 
and weakest against NZD.
AUD/USD followed the broader USD trend very closely 
in August.  AUD/USD was at its low point for the month 
when the USD index was at its high point.  
Also weighing on AUD in August were local factors.   
For example, the spread of the delta variant forced new 
lockdowns and even more stringent lockdowns in parts  
of Australia.  
Economists downgraded the Australian economic outlook 
and pushed back the start of a RBA tightening cycle. The 
Australia minus US ten year bond spread plumbed as low 
as -20.2bp on 20 August before recovering to -13bp by the 
end of the month.  


